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	Make: Paper Inventions: Machines that Move, Drawings that Light Up, and Wearables and Structures You Can Cut, Fold, and Roll, 9781457187520 (1457187523), Maker Media, Inc, 2015

	
		Paper is amazing stuff. It's cheap, easy to use, and easy to recycle. It's lightweight and easy to cut or tear--but incredibly strong when folded, layered, or rolled. It can stand stiff as a board, pop up like a spring, or hang softly like a silk scarf. It's disposable, but it can last for centuries. Its surface can be rough, or creamy smooth, or shiny. Sometimes it's so thin you can see through it; other times, it's thick enough to hold globs of paint. But it can also be beautiful, all on its own.

	
		The projects in Paper Inventions were inspired by the many different varieties of paper, from fancy artists' watercolor paper to recycled copy paper, and the many different ways it is used. Whether you like to make crafts or play with electronics, there's a project that will challenge you and unleash your creativity.

	
		Projects in this book include:

		
			DIY flavored edible paper and ink
	
			Self-folding paper models
	
			Light-up paper projects
	
			Paper sensors and switches
	
			Paper windmill and paper machines
	
			3D designs with paper
	
			Origami and other fold and cut designs
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Video Segmentation and Its ApplicationsSpringer, 2011

	Video segmentation has been a key technique for visual information extraction and
	plays an important role in digital video processing, pattern recognition, and computer
	vision. A wide range of video-based applications will benefit from advances
	in video segmentation including security and surveillance, bank transactions monitoring,...


		

IP Addressing FundamentalsCisco Press, 2002
The reader-friendly explanation of how the IP address space works and how it is used

* A reader-friendly introduction to the complex and confusing topic of IP addressing
* Thorough and understandable explanations of the binary mathematics behind IP addressing
* Complete coverage of the IPv4 address space without distractions of...


		

Wireless Mobility: The Why of Wireless (Networking Professional's Library)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Comprehensive Answers to the "Why" of Wireless Mobility


	In this unique guide, Cisco wireless expert Neil Reid incorporates best practices from some of the most complex and challenging wireless deployments in the industry and provides an insider's view of the "why" of wireless mobility. The book discusses...





	

Programming Microsoft SQL Server 2000 with Microsoft Visual Basic .NETMicrosoft Press, 2002
Learn how to turn data into solutions with SQL Server 2000, Visual Basic .NET, and XML. Get a fundamental grasp of SQL Server 2000 data access, data manipulation, and data definition T-SQL programming techniques, Visual Basic .NET language enhancements, Microsoft Visual Studio .NET integrated development environment advances, and the...

		

When Pancakes Go Bad: Optical Delusions with Adobe PhotoshopCourse Technology PTR, 2004
If you've ever found yourself looking at funny images and thinking "Hey, how?d they do that?", this is the book that will give you the answer! Learn how to have fun with photos?swapping pictures of historical inventions with modern-day appliances or combining images of animals to produce unrealistic characters. "When Pancakes Go...

		

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Simple Home RepairAlpha, 2007

	How many readers does it take to change a light bulb?

	

	Only one … if he or she is armed with this book! Rather than focus on the big projects that most homeowners would wisely leave to professionals, it concentrates on the common repairs that everyone encounters and anyone can do—with the right...
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